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SCOREBOARD

New Zealand
M. Guptill run out (Thakur/Rahul) 79
H. Nicholls lbw Chahal 41
T. Blundell v Saini b Thakur 22
R. Taylor not out 73
T. Latham lbw Jadeja 7
J. Neesham run out (Jadeja) 3
C. de Grandhomme c Iyer b Thakur 5
M. Chapman c&b Chahal 1
T. Southee c Saini b Chahal 3 
K. Jamieson not out 25
Extras: (b4, lb4, w6) 14
Total: (eight wickets; 50 overs) 273
Fall of wickets: 1-93, (Nicholls), 2-142 (Blundell), 3-157 (Guptill).
4-171 (Latham), 5-175 (Neesham), 6-185 (de Grandhomme), 7-
187 (Chapman), 8-197 (Southee)
Did not bat: Hamish Bennett.
Bowling: Thakur 10-1-60-2 (3w), Bumrah 10-0-64-0 , Saini 10-
0-48-0 (2w), Chahal 10-0-58-3 (1w), Jadeja 10-0-35-1

India
P. Shaw b Jamieson 24
M. Agarwal c Taylor b Bennett 3
V. Kohli b Southee 15
S. Iyer c Latham b Bennett 52
K. Rahul b de Grandhomme 4
K. Jadhav c Nicholls b Southee 9
R. Jadeja c de Grandhomme b Neesham 55
S. Thakur b de Grandhomme 18
N. Saini b Jamieson 45
Y. Chahal run out (Neesham/Latham) 10
J. Bumrah not out 0
Extras: (lb4, w12) 16
Total (all out; 48.3 overs) 251
Fall of wickets: 1-21 (Agarwal), 2-34 (Shaw), 3-57 (Kohli), 4-71
(Rahul), 5-96 (Jadhav), 6-129 (Iyer), 7-153 (Thakur), 8-229
(Saini), 9-251(Chahal), 10-251 (Jadeja)
Bowling: Bennett 9-0-58-2 (3w), Southee 10-1-41-2 (1w),
Jamieson 10-1-42-2, de Grandhomme 10-1-54-2 (2w), Neesham
9.3-0-52-1.
Result: New Zealand won by 22 runs.

Scoreboard in the second one-day international between New
Zealad and India in Auckland yesterday:

Sydney Sixers win 
Big Bash final
SYDNEY: The Sydney Sixers were crowned Big
Bash League champions for a second time yester-
day after the Melbourne Stars fell short during the
run-chase in a rain-affected match that capped a
near two-month competition.

Chasing 117 to win a game reduced to 12 overs,
Glenn Maxwell’s Stars could only manage 97 for six
as they suffered a second finals defeat in a row
after imploding against the Melbourne Renegades
last year.

“It’s fantastic, it was an entertaining game of
cricket,” said Sixers captain Moises Henriques after
the 19-run win at the Sydney Cricket Ground
secured their second title and first since the inau-
gural season in 2011-12. “The wicket played pretty
well after so much rain. Well done to the ground
staff and congratulations to the Stars on a great
season.” It was remarkable the match went ahead
with Sydney drenched by torrential rain for two
straight days, which only let up as the final was due
to start, with the game getting underway more than
an hour late.

Unlike most other Twenty20 events around the
world, no finals reserve day is built into the BBL
structure which would have meant the Sixers claim-
ing victory as the host team if no play was possible.

Nathan Lyon (2-19) and Steve O’Keefe (2-27)
were the pick of the Sixers’ bowlers after they
made 116 for five in their innings, spearheaded by
impressive opener Josh Philippe’s 52. In reply,
Marcus Stoinis clubbed a four and a six off Lyon’s
first three balls to signal the Stars’ intentions, but he
pushed his luck too far and was caught near the
boundary off the fourth delivery.

Fellow opener Nic Maddinson followed in the
next over, offering a limp chip shot to Josh
Hazlewood which was easily collected by James
Vince at cover. When the potentially explosive
Maxwell was out lbw to O’Keefe for five trying to
sweep, they were 18 for three and in big trouble.

A comical run out of Peter Handscomb for one,
sent back by Nick Larkin as he went for a second
run, made matters worse. Ben Dunk was the next
out, lbw to Lyon, then Seb Gotch was caught at
deep mid-wicket off O’Keefe as he tried to slog a
boundary. Nathan Coulter-Nile (not out 19) and
Larkin (not out 38) produced some late fireworks in
a last-ditch bid to reel in the Sixers score, but it
was too little too late. —AFP

AUCKLAND: New Zealand wrapped up the one-day
series against India with veteran Ross Taylor and
debutant Kyle Jamieson combining to set up a 22-run
win in game two in Auckland yesterday. Taylor, who
was also New Zealand’s hero with a century in the
four-wicket victory in game one, set up the second
success with 73 not out and an unbeaten 76-run part-
nership with the novice Jamieson.

Jamieson went to the middle with New Zealand 197
for eight and almost nine overs remaining following a
spectacular collapse in which they lost seven wickets
for 55 runs. He said Taylor, in his 231st ODI, had a
“pretty simple” message to try to bat out the overs.

“It was about trying to stay there and stick with
Ross and get to a score that we could defend in the
end.” Captain Tom Latham called their partnership
“vital” and said he knew once India lost early wickets
that 273 was a satisfactory total.

India were dismissed for 251 with nine balls
remaining in their innings, but captain Virat Kohli was
not too despondent having already beaten New
Zealand 5-0 n the Twenty20 series.

“One-day cricket in this calendar year is not as rel-
evant if you look at the T20s and the Tests, but having
said that, to show that kind of fight and see who are
the guys who can play under pressure is a big revela-
tion for us,” Kohli said.

New Zealand made a strong start in Auckland with
Martin Guptill (69) and Henry Nicholls (41) putting on
93 for the first wicket.

Following Nicholl’s dismissal, Tom Blundell joined
Guptill to get the total to 142 before the seven-wick-
et collapse. New Zealand had trouble negotiating
the spin of Yuzendra Chahal (three for 53) and
Ravindra Jadeja while Guptill was run out looking
for a quick single.

In comparison after 41.3 overs, New Zealand were
197 for eight and India 202 for seven. But while the
homeside were rescued by a flurry of boundaries
from Taylor and Jamieson, the tourists were unable to
assert the same dominance over the New Zealand
attack.

Ravindra Jadeja and Navdeep Saini put on 76 for

the eighth wicket but Jadeja’s 55 came off 73 balls
only included two fours and one six. The 274-run tar-
get set for India was not a daunting prospect on Eden
Park with its short boundaries and when Prithvi Shaw
smacked the first two deliveries of the innings to the
boundary it seemed the tourists would wrap the match
up quickly. 

But after Mayank Agarwal was dismissed in the
third over India struggled to regain momentum. Jadeja
went in at the end of the 21st over when India were in
strife at 96 for five. New Zealand pace bowler Tim
Southee — who was unwell and only played because
his team had no other bowlers to call on — made his-

tory when he dismissed India’s talisman Virat Kohli for
15. It was a record ninth time he has dismissed Kohli
across all formats and moved him past England pair
James Anderson and Graeme Swann who have claimed
the Indian captain’s scalp eight times.

With Kohli’s early dismissal India looked to Shreyas
Iyer to lead them home. The right-hander played his
part until he reached 52, his second ODI half-century,
when he lost his composure and tried to cut a Bennett
delivery that was heading towards middle stump and
succeeded only in nicking the ball through to the
wicketkeeper. The third and final match in the series is
in Mount Maunganui on Tuesday. —AFP

Taylor’s ‘simple’ approach leads New 
Zealand to ODI series win over India

AUCKLAND: New Zealand’s Henry Nicholls opens the batting during the second one-day international
cricket match between New Zealand and India at Eden Park in Auckland yesterday. —AFP

Babar, Masood help 
Pakistan dominate 
Bangladesh
RAWALPINDI: Sparkling hundreds from Babar Azam
and Shan Masood put Pakistan in command against
Bangladesh on the second day of the first Test at
Rawalpindi yesterday.

Azam scored a career best unbeaten 143 for his third
successive hundred in as many Tests — fifth of a bur-
geoning career — while opener Shan Masood made
100 as they pulverised a hapless Bangladesh attack at
Rawalpindi stadium.

At close, Azam was still batting with Asad Shafiq on
60, piling agony on the visitors during their unbroken
137-run stand for the fourth wicket. Masood said he
and Azam have done their jobs.

“We have batted our way to take the team in a
strong position and hope that the remaining batsmen
come and score so that we can build a good lead,” said
Masood, who hailed Azam as world class.

“When Babar was coming out to bat the crowd
chanted ‘Babar, Babar’ and that is the sign of a great
batsman who is so popular.” Pakistan lead Bangladesh’s
first innings total of 233 by 109 runs with six wickets
intact.

Since his fighting century against Australia at

Brisbane (104) in November last year, Azam has
notched 102 not out and 100 not out against Sri Lanka
in two Tests — making this his fourth hundred in five
Tests.

In between he missed a hundred at Adelaide by a
mere three runs. Azam steered spinner Taijul Islam to
short third man boundary for his 15th four to complete
three-figure mark off just 134 balls.

He has so far batted for 276 minutes, smashing 18
boundaries and a six. His previous best score was 127
against New Zealand in Dubai in November 2018.
Shafiq also batted with confidence, having so far hit
eight boundaries in his 111-ball knock.

But it could have been an early exit for Azam had
Ebadot Hossain not dropped him off Islam at long-off
when his score was only two. That lapse cost
Bangladesh dearly as Azam added an invaluable 112 for
the third wicket with Masood, who also knocked his
third Test century — second in successive Tests.

Masood — who was finally bowled out by Islam —
reached his hundred by hooking pacer Rubel Hossain
for his 12th boundary. He reached three figures off 157
balls in 226 minutes of batting.

Islam (1-111) toiled hard as he bowled 27 overs on
the trot since start. The only other successful bowler
was paceman Abu Jayed whose figure read 2-66. When
Pakistan started their innings in the morning all focus
was on Abid, who scored two hundreds in his first two
Tests against Sri Lanka in December last year.

Another hundred would have equalled Indian player
Mohammad Azharuddin’s unique record — three suc-

cessive centuries in his first three Tests — but Abid fell
far short when he was dismissed without scoring.

He edged a short and wide delivery from Jayed into
the hands of wicketkeeper Liton Das and trudged off to
the pavilion heartbroken. Azhar added 91 runs for the
second wicket with Masood and looked set for a big
score until he miscued a drive off Jayed and was caught
by Najmul Hossain Shanto in the slip. Azhar’s attractive
34 included four boundaries. —AFP

Kuwait’s Whites 
defeat Oman in a 
marathon match
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The 37th Gulf Volleyball Club Championship is
about to conclude, as teams will take today as a rest day,
while the final round will start tomorrow. The third round
played on Friday, saw Kuwait team “Whites” regain its bal-
ance following a very difficult win against Oman’s Al-Seeb
club by the score of 3-2 as follows (12-25, 22-25, 25-23, 25-
20, 16-14).

Meanwhile, Qatar’s Police team continued its winning
ways by having its third consecutive win against UAE’s Al-
Ain 3-1 (29-31, 25-14, 25-14, 25-18). The third match saw
Bahrain’s Dar Kulaib beat Saudi Arabia’s Al-Hilal 3-0 (25-
23, 25-21, 25-22).

These results keep Qatar’s Police on top with 9 points,
followed by Dar Kulaib in points scored difference, Al-Hilal
in third, Kuwait fourth, Al-Seeb fifth and Ain with the points
in sixth place.

Returning to Kuwait and Al-Seeb match, it lasted two
and a half hours, and contrary to expectations the Whites
were not up to their known level, as they lacked concentra-
tion while on the defense and committed many mistakes,
giving Al-Seeb players the opportunity to control the first
and second games.

The third game saw Kuwait’s players come back to life,
when substitute Libro Jassem Alsebagha entered the game
and improved the defensive stance, that in addition to good
performance by Yaqoub Adnan, Abdallah Jassim, Amer Al-
Saleem and Abdelaziz Najim, winning the third and fourth
games, then went to fifth game which Kuwait won and got
two points and Al-Seeb one.

Assistant volleyball director at Kuwait Club Mohammad
Kamel said his players were heroes, as after losing two
games, they responded by winning the next three.

He said the team is ready, and deals with each match
with high concentration, and thanked the club’s manage-
ment for its support.

Meanwhile Qatar’s police Club coach, Argentine Damian
Aredondo said it is early to say his club is about to be
declared champion, though it went a long way in that
direction, adding that it is not easy.

UAE’s Al-Ain team player said the level of his team
dropped after winning the first game due to experience
which was in favor of Qatar’s police team.

SCOREBOARD

Bangladesh 1st innings 233 (Mohammad Mithun 63, Najmul
Hossain Shanto 44; Shaheen Shah Afridi 4-53)
Pakistan 1st innings
Shan Masood b Islam 100
Abid Ali c Das b Jayed 0
Azhar Ali c Shanto b Jayed 34
Babar Azam not out 143
Asad Shafiq not out 60
Extras: (b 1, lb 3, nb 1) 5 
Total: (for three wkts; 87.5 overs) 342
Still to bat: Haris Sohail, Mohammad Rizwan, Yasir Shah,
Mohammad Abbas, Shaheen Shah Afridi, Naseem Shah 
Fall of wickets: 1-2 (Abid), 2-93 (Azhar), 3-205 (Masood)
Bowling: Ebadat 14.5-2-78-0, Jayed 20-2-66-2, Rubel 17-3-
77-0 (1nb), Islam 34-5-111-1, Mahmudullah 2-0-6-0.

Scoreboard at the close of play on the second day of the first
Test between Pakistan and Bangladesh at Rawalpindi stadium
yesterday:

KUWAIT: Kuwait Equestrian Club rider Ali
Jassim Al-Kharafi won the title of the first day,
within the Seventh Late Raed Faisal Al-
Dabbous Horse Jumping Championship being
held at Kuwait Equestrian Center with the
participation of a large group of riders who
represent local clubs. The total prizes of the
championship was KD 10,000 and two cars
for the grand prize winners.

Al-Kharafi won first place in the main
round at a highest of 130 cm beating Ghazi
Al-Jraiwee, Abdallah Al-Gharabally, Latifa
Al-Hajiri, Bavil Foronco and Abdelrahman

Al-Fuzaie.
Championship Director Abdelmohsen Al-

Dabbous said the seventh championship of
late Faisal Al-Dabbous championship is a
complete festival, and not only horse jumping
competition. He said Al-Dabbous family con-
tinues its support of Kuwait’s equestrian sport,
so that riders can continue representing
Kuwait in all arenas.

Abdelrahman Al-Awadhi won first place in
the 120 cm category, followed by Ahmad Al-
Enaz Rawan Al-Durais, Khalid Al-Zubaid,
Ahmad Al-Omran and Fawaz Al-Ghunaiman.

Ali Jassim Al-Kharafi wins Al-Dabbous
Horse Jumping Championship


